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CIVIL ENGINEERING and Parks and Recreation: 

Another W-T Engineering Experience 
 
 
One of the first of the W-T Companies, W-T Civil Engineering, LLC was retained by the River 
Forest Park District in River Forest, Illinois to prepare construction documents for two (2) new 
platform tennis courts in Keystone Park in River Forest, IL. Keystone Park is one of the two 
key sites within the community, hosting tennis, field sports, and passive areas such as picnic 
tables.  W-T Civil Engineering, LLC was charged with completing site engineering drawings 
and permitting for the project.  The site engineering drawings were to include the site layout 
and restoration. 
 
W-T Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, LLC was part of the engineering team as well, 
and provided mechanical engineering design for the tennis courts heating system, and the 
electrical engineering design for the court lighting and power systems. 
 
The two platform tennis courts were constructed adjacent to existing tennis courts on the site 
and adjacent to an existing maintenance and storage building.  That building was converted 
to a warming shelter.  Why a warming shelter?  Because the game of platform tennis is 
played year-round, including during the northern Illinois winter months.  This sport is 

becoming increasingly popular in the midwestern states. 
 
The platform tennis court is constructed on an aluminum structure 
and the playing surface is elevated 42” above the surrounding 
ground surface. The area beneath the court structure is enclosed 
so it can trap heat that is generated beneath the decks via natural 
gas heaters. The courts are also lit to allow play at night. The new 
courts at Keystone Park required a wood ramp to comply with 
accessibility requirements under the Americans with Disabilities 
Act and the Illinois Environmental Barriers Act. 

 
Platform tennis is a doubles sport that is played with the same rules as tennis, with some 
exceptions.  Balls can be played off of fences which surround the courts, and a serve by a 
player which touches the net can also be played. Construction of the platform tennis courts is 
expected to begin the summer of 2011 so that the platform tennis courts will be open for play 
in the winter of 2011. 
 


